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AUTO-EXTINCIÓN
CERTIFICADA

FABRICADO EN ESPAÑA
por Cervic Environment 

INTERIOR

COLLECTION SYSTEM

Upper Emptying Side Door

 VALENCIA Litter bin

Datasheet  - Street furniture – Litter bins

Valencia litter bin 100 l.
metal - oxiron finish

Valencia litter bin 100 l.
wood and metal

Valencia litter bin 100 l.
metal - corten effect

Colour for metal versions Colour for wood and metal version Rainhood colour

manufactured by
Cervic Environment 

Easy
Empty

OUTDOOR

790 mm790 mm960 mm 960 mm

100L100L 100L100L

32,8 kg39,8 kg 40,1 kg47,1 kg
450 mm450 mm450 mm450 mm

470 mm470 mm470 mm470 mm

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS "Valencia line"

Valencia bench Valencia ashtrayValencia planter

RAINHOOD (ACCESSORY)

Without Ashtray With Ashtray on Top

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
Tel. (+34) 96 555 02 67        Fax. (+34) 96 555 37 62        Avda. del juguete, 14        03440 IBI (Alicante) Spain        sales@cervic.com        www.cervicenvironment.com 

Metal inner liner
 Slidding Inner

ring bag holder
Metal inner liner
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 - Urban litter bin with 100 litres of capacity which is part of the Valencia line products
 - Available in 3 different types of finish: completely metallic with Oxiron finish, completely metallic with Corten effect finish and a 

mixed version made of metal and FSC tropical wood.
 - Available in 2 versions (according emptying system):

         Upper emptying
         Side door
 - Upper emptying collection system version :

         Metal inner liner with elastic band to keep the bag in place. 
 - Side door version collection system version:

         Inner ring bag holder with full extraction telescopic rails version, with elastic band to keep the bag in place. 
         Metal inner liner with elastic band to keep the bag in place. 
 - The metallic parts are made of 1'5 and 3 mm galvanized steel and thermo-heating polyester powder coated finish.
 - The wooden version is made of FSC tropical wood which comes from responsible management of forests and it is protected by 

water-based “lassure”.
 - Hinged lid and side door protected by lock.
 - Can be fixed to the ground with 4 M8 expanding bolts (included).
 - Available with rainhood (with and without built-in ashtray).
 - Easy emptying system: our bins must be safe, ergonomic and clean. This bin has been designed and produced with an 

ergonomic and efficient emptying system which minimizes the risk of ripping of the bag in the extraction.
 - Accesories: rainhood, rainhood with ashtray and rubber feets.
 - These bins keep the aesthetic of the Valencia products: bench, planters, litter bins and ashtray.
 - Guaranteed reliability: this product has satisfactorily exceeded functionality and endurance tests under real environmental and 

usage conditions.
 - Suitable to be used indoor and outdoor under normal weather conditions. In case of extreme weather conditions, such as high 

salinity, temperature or humidity, an additional special treatment can be included. Check extra cost and MOQ.

 VALENCIA Litter bin

Datasheet  - Street furniture – Litter bins
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Detailed 
Reference:

Detailed 
Reference:

22 36 1  _ _ 

22 42 1  _ /_ 

CODE FOR
VERSION

CODE FOR
VERSION

CODE FOR 
COLLECTION 

SYST.

CODE FOR COLLECTION SYSTEM

Reference code for Valencia Litter Bin 100 l. UPPER EMPTYING ..................................Pag. 3
Reference code for Valencia Litter Bin 100 l. SIDE DOOR...............................................Pag. 3

REFERENCE FOR VALENCIA LITTER BIN 100 l. (UPPER EMPTYING)

CODE FOR VERSION

To define the product, go to indicated page

In order to process your order, we require you to complete the following detailed reference.

 VALENCIA Litter bin

Datasheet  - Street furniture – Litter bins

REFERENCE FOR VALENCIA LITTER BIN 100 l. (SIDE DOOR)
In order to process your order, we require you to complete the following detailed reference.

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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Code Color MaterialDescription

1

2

Galvanized
Steel

Slidding Inner ring bag holder - SIDE DOOR 

Metal Inner Liner - SIDE DOOR 

Galvanized
Steel

Code Colour MaterialDescription

11

13

12

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel /
FSC tropical wood

Valencia litter bin 100 litres - UPPER EMTYING
wood and metal

Valencia litter bin 100 litres - UPPER EMTYING
oxiron finish

Valencia litter bin 100 litres - UPPER EMTYING
corten effect finish Galvanized steel
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ACCESORIES

Code Color MaterialDescription

2236AC1

2236AC2

2236AC3

2236AC4

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel

Polyethylene

Rainhood-oxiron

Rainhood-oxiron with ashtray

Rainhood-corten

Rubber feets

Rainhood-corten with ashtray

Example of customization

*Customization by printed aluminium 
plate (max.) 100 x 100

(max.) 100 x 1002236P1

2236P2

logo

logo
Printed 

aluminium

Reference Dimensions mm Standard shape MaterialDescription

Customization in vinyl - Only for 
metal finishes Vinyl

CUSTOMIZATION

*MOQ required

 VALENCIA Litter bin

Datasheet  - Street furniture – Litter bins
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*Extreme finish Only for products made of galvanized steel. Additional treatment with anticorrosive primer rich in zinc that meets the 
requirements of the corrosion category C5 I, according to the rule DIN EN ISO 12944

Reference DescriptionExtra finish

EXTRA FINISH TO IMPROVE THE CORROSION RESISTANCE

*Check extra cost. MOQ required.

15004

CODE FOR VERSION

Code Colour MaterialDescription

1

3

2

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel /
FSC tropical wood

Valencia litter bin 100 litres - SIDE DOOR
wood and metal

Valencia litter bin 100 litres - SIDE DOOR
oxiron finish

Valencia litter bin 100 litres - SIDE DOOR
corten effect finish Galvanized steel

v. 01
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PACKAGING AND LOGISTIC DETAILS

W

H

L

*The logistic could be changed in case of the loading of different products in the same pallet.
In case of full containers, trailers or trucks, ask for logistic optimization.

Valencia litter bin oxiron finish / corten effect finish

Valencia litter bin oxiron finish / corten effect finish
with rainhood

shrink-wrapped

shrink-wrapped

8

8

337 kg

344 kg

2,12 m3

2,36 m3

1200

1200

1000

1000

1770

1970

8

8

278 kg

275 kg

2,12 m3

2,36 m3

1200

1200

1000

1000

1770

1970

Valencia litter bin wood and metal

Valencia litter bin wood and metal with rainhood

shrink-wrapped

shrink-wrapped

u. / pallet Type of packaging
Pallet dimensions mm* Pallet 

weight VolumeLength Width HeightDescription

Packaging details with pallet

v. 01
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 VALENCIA Litter bin

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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Datasheet   - Street furniture – Litter bins

Materials
 - Body: galvanized steel
 - Inner liner: galvanized steel

Weight
 - Body: 27 kg 
 - Inner liner: 5,9 kg

Finish
 - Body: thermo-heating polyester powder coating.

Anchorage
 - 4 M8 expanding bolts (included)

Available in side door version with the same characteristics.

Oxiron finish/Corten effect finish 100 l.

v. 01
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 VALENCIA Litter bin

Materials
 - Body: galvanized steel and boards of FSC tropical wood
 - Inner liner: galvanized steel

Weight
 - Body: 34,2 kg 
 - Inner liner: 5,9 kg

Finishes
 - Body: thermo-heating polyester powder coating.
 - Boards: FSC tropical wood varnished with water-based “lassure”

Anchorage
 - 4 M8 expanding bolts (included)

Available in side door version with the same characteristics.

Wood and metal 100 l.

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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 VALENCIA Litter bin

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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Materials
 - Body and Rainhood: galvanized steel
 - Inner liner: galvanized steel

Weight
 - Body and Rainhood: 33,9 kg 
 - Inner liner: 5,9 kg

Finish
 - Body: thermo-heating polyester powder coating.

Anchorage
 - 4 M8 expanding bolts (included)

Available in side door version with the same characteristics.

Oxiron finish/Corten effect finish 100 l. with Rainhood

v. 01
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 VALENCIA Litter bin

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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Wood and metal 100 l. with Rainhood

Materials
 - Body and Rainhood: galvanized steel and boards of FSC tropical 

wood
 - Inner liner: galvanized steel

Weight
 - Body and Rainhood: 41,2 kg  
 - Inner liner: 5,9 kg

Finishes
 - Body: thermo-heating polyester powder coating.
 - Boards: FSC tropical wood varnished with water-based “lassure”

Anchorage
 - 4 M8 expanding bolts (included)

Available in side door version with the same characteristics.

v. 01


